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UPS students examine "A Case Study for Success"
BY SHALEN FAIRBANKS
ContriiKting £A for

Former Ben and Jerry's President
and CEO, Fred "Chico" Lager
brought free ice cream for all, following his lecture "A Case Study for
Success," last Thursday evening in
the Great Hall of the Student Union
Building.
Sponsored by ASUPS and the
School of Business and Public Administration, the lecture focused on
the rise of Ben and Jerry's Homemade Inc., from its days as a small
ice cream shop in a gas station to a
thriving 150 million dollar wholesale ice cream business known for
its unique ice cream flavors. The
talk also focused on Lager's own
climb from student, to bartender, to
CEO, and suggested ways in which
other entrepreneurs could achieve
this same success.
Drawing from his experience at
Ben and Jerry's, Lager presented

five general rules for those interested
in starting their own businesses.
First, "no business ever became successful without a lot of work by a
whole lot of people." Second, "it
helps to be lucky and to recognize
opportunities when they present
themselves." Third, "business can
be profitable and socially responsible." Fourth, "past success lays
foundations for the future but
doesn't guarantee it." Finally, "if
Ben and Jerry's can do it, so can
you." Ben and Jerry had no business experience, knew nothing about
the product, had next to no capital,
but still succeeded.
As part of the program a variety of Ben and Jerry's ice cream
was served, including Cherry
Garcia, named for the late Grateful Dead guitarist Jerry Garcia.
Amber Tide, a frequent musical
performer on campus, was on
hand as well to pay tribute to the
famed musician.

FRED "CHICO" LAGER speaks with students following his talk regarding the
success of Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream. Lager also brought students free ice cream.
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Admissions takes steps
toward diversity on campus
BY JASON JAKAITIS
embibmting gAitor
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Although the University of Puget
Sound received more applications
from ethnic minorities than ever before in its school history, the freshman class of 1995-1996 - with the
exception of three transfer studentswill have no African American
males on it's student roster. Students
and staff alike have raised the question as to the reasons why Puget
Sound has so few students in this
particular area of ethnicity while
other minority groups appear to be
well-represented. In all, there will
be only eleven African American
freshmen in a class of 658 new Puget
Sound students.
For the past few years, Puget
Sound has steadily increased the
number of admissions in all fields
of ethnicity, especially in the areas
of Asians and Hispanics. This year,
despite an obvious void in the category of African American males,
the trend will continue. The admissions office received a total of 794
applications from ethnic minorities
this year. 609 of those applicants
were accepted into Puget Sound.
African Americans accounted for 78
of the 794 ethnic minority applications, more than ever before. Of
those 78 African American applicants, 31 were males. 14 of those
males were accepted into Puget

Sound (two more were waitlisted,
ten were denied and five did not
complete the application process).
Of the 14 students that were accepted, none of them decided to attend the University of Puget Sound.
Three transfer students will be the
only African American males attending Puget Sound as freshmen.
Peter Jones, an associate director
of admissions, cites a number of factors in these student's decisions. The
largest factor, he explains, is the
money, or lack thereof, that the
school has available to spend on
scholarships and grants. "Many
schools have more money to offer
the African American freshmen they
are interested in than we do." He
explains that prospective African
American college students are
highly pursued and that some colleges do not have the resources to
partake in such expensive bidding.
Another factor that Jones believes
has an effect on the decisions of the
African American applicants is
Puget Sound's already slim minority of African American students.
Less than 2% of the 1995-1996
freshman class will be of African
American origin but, on average,
only 2.6% of the students in the
major colleges in Washington are of
African American origin. Jones
states, "It's harder to draw students
of a certain ethnic origin to a school
if there isn't a strong foundation of

that ethnicity already present."
Another factor cited in the decision of the fourteen accepted African American students to choose
alternate schools is the slim percentage of African American pro-
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DIVERSITY from page 1
fessors on campus. Jones explains
that money once again is the central
factor, "African American professors
are in such high demand around colleges that we can't afford to provide
them with some of the incentives and
priviliges that other schools can."
Dean of admissions George Mills
states, "statistically, this campus is
the most etynically diverse it has
ever been and the freshman class is
the most diverse of any Puget Sound
class ever." This is partially due to
the influx of students from Hawaii
that decided to attend Puget Sound
this year. Over the past few years,
more and more students from Ha-

waii have attended Puget Sound,
building a strong base to attract high
school students from Hawaii for future years. This foundation opened
the floodgates for the 1995-1996
freshman class, which has more than
33 students from Hawaii. It is this
sort of foundation that the admissions office is striving to create with
African Americans.
"I was originally attracted to
Puget Sound because of the academics. I applied to some black colleges,
as well, but Puget Sound had the best
programs for me," states African
American freshman Rowlanda.
She explains her reasons behind

attending a college with such a small
number of students that shared her
ethnic origin, "When I got to campus, I was told at a Black Student
Union that out of the seven of us (African American female freshman)
probably only three would graduate
from Puget Sound. That motivated
me to succeed here."
"My high school counselor had
told me that getting into Puget Sound
would be difficult and that I should
look elsewhere, so I worked hard and
proved her wrong," Rowlanda says.
"Now I'd like to prove the people
wrong that think I'm not going to
graduate from Puget Sound."

OFF
How would you describe the
diversity at the University of
Puget Sound?

What
v, diversity?"
4
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—Jen Gall,
senior
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There 's a
definite need
for an increase
in diversity. "
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Fritz
Carmine,
sophomore

Prelude and Passages welcomes freshmen
BY KIM HADDIX
Alter

With another group of brand new
freshmen entering the University of
Puget Sound comes another group
of students who completed the orientation program "Prelude and Passages." With its humble beginning
eleven years ago as a small backpacking trip, Prelude and Passages
has transformed into a ten-day program including campus orientation,
academic preperatory training, and
outdoor recreation.
"The best part of my job is that
students do it. I'm here to support
and encourage them, but they run it,"
says Marta Palmquist, Orientation
Coordinator. For the past three years
Palmquist has organized training for
both campus and Passages leaders,
and has worked out the logistics involved in co-ordinating them both.
"More and more colleges are doing
outdoor programs with campus orientations. We are unique in that we
combine an outdoor learning environment with on-campus academic

and social aspects. It's an exceptional program to be able to work
with."
Bryan Johnson, a senior, has been
a Passages leader for the past three
years and says of the Passages program, "A lot of students don't know
what to expect — Passages provides
them with an atmosphere different
from school." All Passages leaders
go through extensive first aid and
risk management training before orientation begins, and all leaders in
general train in both the spring and
fall. Johnson estimates that he as
been a Passages leader to more than
seventy students over the past years,
and feels that the presence of upperclassmen is extremely beneficial.
"Students feel more free to ask questions about classes and professors
outside the university setting. Plus
they feel better about getting a
couple (upperclassmen) on their side
before school starts."
How did the freshmen think Prelude and Passages went? Jennifer
Rios took a three-day hike to Mt.
Townsend and said, "When you're

out there with those twelve people,
you really bond with them and find
out about each other. I had a wonderful time; it was my favorite part!"
All of the students interviewed
agreed with Rios that Passages was
the best part of orientation.
About Prelude, Seth EnglishYoung was convinced that it was
"worse than classes. It's two and a
half hours of nothing that helped
very much, except that I got to meet
a few more people." Emily Shell,
who spent last year in Germany on
an exchange, thought Preludes was
beneficial in that, "It's not really
doing school work and it's good to
start thinking again, but professors
took it too seriously. School starts
soon enough; why push it so hard?"
They were all in agreement, however, as to the effectiveness of the
entire orientation program and said
it was definitely worth coming back
one week early for. "I made a lot of
good friends that I still hang out with
from Passages," said freshman
Shane Johnson. "I would much
rather have an orientation than not."

It' s a joke! "

Theft during
orientation

On Tuesday, August 22, between 10:30 p.m. and midnight, the camera (and its case)
and some film belonging to the
orientation historian were stolen from the Rendezvous. The
camera is a Minolta Freedom
Action Zoom, very recognizable by its bright yellow shutter release button. It is a fully
automatic camera with a date
imprint window located in the
center of the film compartment
cover on the back. There was
one roll of film in the camera
(nearly completely exposed)
and one blank roll in a black

plastic canister in the
camera's case. Both rolls
were Seattle Film Works
brand, 36 exposure, ASA 400.
The roll of film that was in
the camera at the time of theft
contains valuable and irreplaceable orientation photographs. If anyone has information concerning the whereabouts of the film or the camera, your help would be appreciated and your identity would
remain anonymous. Please
contact Marta Palmquist at
x3365, Andy Hill at x4030, or
Security services at x3311.
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KUPS tunes up for new year
7414)14g;n1 iAltor

It's a new KUPS, 90.1 FM. New
disc jockeys, new equipment and
new rules are just a few of the improvements that are being made to
the student-run station, according to
General Manager Tom Mavroudis.
Current improvements consist of
mandatory meetings for all KUPS
core staff and DJs. Missed meetings
result in serious scrutiny of a DJ's
commitment to the station, possibly
leading to dismissal.
"These mandatory meetings make
it possible for everyone to meet the
core staff and to see who everyone
is. The same goes for seeing who
the DJs are," Mavroudis said.
Not only are DJs being required
to attend meetings, but they are also
all being retrained. They must attend several training sessions where
they relearn the mechanics of operating the station.
New DJs will also be attending
several classes on broadcasting ethics and operating directions, according to Pat Maddock, KUPS Operation Coordinator.

New DJs will also be under a resurrected system of apprenticeship.
Experienced DJs will formally train
newcomers during radio slots. After three weeks the new DJs can take
over their airtime alone.
"In years past they were turned
over to the mike after a half hour of
training. This new system will give
us a chance to look at our prospects
to see if they can cut it. This is really important because our past low
standard of quality came from a lack
of DJ training. Now it will be different," Mavroudis explained.
Lack of training and poor equipment are cited as some of the needed
improvements for KUPS. ASUPS
Senate has tentatively granted KUPS
enough capital expenditure funds to
purchase a second CD player of
broadcast quality, according to
ASUPS Vice-President Holly Krejci.
New headphones and a new microphone are also purchased. The station hopes to buy a remote set so
broadcasters can transmit from locations other than the broadcast
booth.
Mavroudis feels that these improvements could impact the entire

Aug. 18, 1995 through Sept. 11, 1995
Aug. 28 1220 a.m.
A student reported to Security that the rear hub cap was stolen from
her vehicle while it was parked in the Fieldhouse lot. The tire had also
been punctured and several of the lug nuts removed.

Aug 28 3:45 p.m.

campus. "Once people are aware of
our power to communicate they will
love us. We can spread the word of
events and community activities
with ease. I want the campus to
come to us directly."
In years past KUPS has had
transmitter difficulties and a bad
reputation, according to
Mavroudis.
"It's been traditional that
KUPS has been seen as the rebel
group on campus. The group
that no one wanted to communicate with. But this year with
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ALL THE BANK
STUFF
YOU'LL NEED.
-

First, the basics. You need a checking

another. There are lots of ATMs and bank

account. Open a VERSATEL ® account,

branches everywhere you are - even in

and you also get a deal. You won't pay a

grocery stores, where you can bank on

monthly service or per-check charge and

- and then charge.

balance. And if you really love

But be careful. Your

your school team,

Aug. 29 9:10 am

200 team checks is

A student reported the theft of his backpack from a cubicle outside
the bookstore.

free. You get a free

Aug 31 11:50 am.
A student reported his wallet missing from the desk drawer in his
room in Anderson/Langdon Hall. The wallet was later turned in to
Security as lost and found. The cash was missing from the wallet.

Sept. 1 8:00 p.m.
A student reported his wallet and keys were stolen from Todd Field
while he played frisbee in the area.

Sept 4 10:16 a.m.
A dent reported his portable stereo taken from a room in Thompson
. Although the room was locked at the time of the theft, several
people had access to the area.

Sept. 7 6.-37 am.
Security staff discovered a vehicle near North 15th and Union
Ave.with a smashed in drivers' side window. The owner was contacted
and checked his vehicle. Nothing appeared missing.

the weekend. Put your best face forward

you won't have to keep a minimum

your first order of

A student reported damage that occurred to her vehicle while it was
parked near North 17th and Lawrence. The damage occurred when an
unknown suspect(s) apparently attempted to remove one of the wheels
from the vehicle.

As for current goals for KUPS,
they hope to get underwriting underway within the year. Underwriting
is a method of advertising for nonprofit organizations. Instead of advertising prices and calls to action,
underwriting advertises where the
business is located and what they
sell.
Also new this year, KUPS sent
representatives, Alternative Music
Director Wayne Storer and Metal
Music Director Heidi Steigman to
the Campus Music Journal Convention in New York, New York.

4110'

A sorority member reported the theft of the chapter VCR from a
storage room. The VCR was last seen in May.

Aug. 30 7:54 a.m.

Holly and Jeremy [Soine, ASUPS
President] there's been no problems
that we can't talk through. We are
done being a joke and we are going
to gain respect," Mavroudis said.
Mavroudis was program director
for the past two years and worked
closely with the core staff his first
year.
I've seen a lot of things change,
in the four years I've been at KUPS.
This has been the best year yet. The
staff is even friends—they communicate and that's quite different than
years past."

card will look just like you.

GErr

Yes, your Seafirst Photocard ®

A COOL
roLo ('j1

Visa® or MasterCard' has your
photo on it - added free, of

VERSATEL® ATM card, too.

course. Feel the need for

Stop rushing around. You

speed? Take out a loan for a

1......

. can do most of your

new or used car. Get a

banking by phone 24

great deal on your

hours a day if you keep

student loan, too.

really weird hours. And savings and

Can we talk? Sure.

checking accounts are already linked to

Anytime. Stop by the branch listed

make things really easy.

below, or call us 24 hours a day at

That will give you a lot of

1-800-442-6680 (TTY/TDD users may

convenience - at the ATM, too, where

call 1-800-358-6299) to find out about

you can transfer from one account to

choices for the way you want to bank.

Weekly Crime Prevention Information:
Please do not leave personal property unsecured or unattended. Most
thefts can be avoided. Remember to use the Security escort service.
This service is available to some areas off campus. Contact Security at
ext. 3311 to report suspicious activity.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security
Services

SE4FIRST HAWK
Allenmore Branch, 3408 S. 23rd, 305-3000
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Shower
Curtain Kit
Durable kit includes
shower curtain and
rings, all in one
package. Choose
from a variety of
solid colors.

600-Watt
Compact Microwave Oven

"WkWiNMV.MtW-

877433

8119

Features 0.6 cu. ft. food capacity.

387

HOME & NURSERY®
Always More For Your Money. ALWAYS!

#EM604TW

589624

Cube
Refrigerator
High-efficiency
1.7 cu. ft. compact

Your Choice

refrigerator.
#SR-170W 589152

69"
3-Way
Torchiere
Lamp

Hardwood Bar Stools
Choose 24" or
29" tall stools

with natural finish
seat and white or
natural finish legs.
Fully assembled.

Adjustable
to 50, 100,
150-watt
setting.
#HL624

24" Stool
#FAA7425 96914/957

72" 3-Way
Torchiere Lamp
#G 1084 White 235997

Black 326526
White 326615

I)

Black 404713

Your
Choice!

Your
Choice!

Sale Ends September 15, 1995'
Sauder

Light Bulbs
4-Pack bulbs are

Computer Work Center
Oak finish desk features a slidin g
keyboard shelf and drawer.Easel adjusts fo

convenience and comfortable viewing.
49 7/8" H x 47 1/2" L x 23 1/2" W. #2337

available in 40,
60, 75 or 100 watts.

858366

Your Choice
4-Pack

084824/816/683841

#SC250
349119

Your choice of

handsome walnut or
white painted frame.
12"W x 54"L.
#812/10
597

density particle board.
36"W x 9"D x 36"H.

90

12"Particleboard
Shelving
4' 111252

1

91

6' 111279

311

8' 111295

477

Screen Wall
Block 857270

Entertainment Center
organize TV, VCR and audio components
in one unit. Features space for 27" TV, and
handsome royal oak-tone finish.
47 3/8"
x 15 1/2"
x 40".

Grounded outlet with circuit

breaker protection.

516813

6-Ft.
Extension
Cord
#A2101-006

233846/854

149

175

19-Gallon
Muck Bucket

for compact storage.
34" x 34" table features
padded
vinyl top.
#99852

88

361763

Oak Veneer
File Cabinet
Two-drawer cabinet

Septem ber 14, 1995

6-Outlet Strip

430854

Can be tised as a
cooler, tor storage of

Table and chairs fold

the TRAIL

647845/853

Versatile entertainment center lets you

5-Piece
Bridge Set

has one locking drawer
with two keys. 15 5/8" x
17" x 28".
520691

6

Classic Door Mirror

Assembles without
tools. Made of high-

415901

93

Elbow Lamp
#G-2512
44

Office
Chair

Jiffy Bookcase

Clip-On Lamp
#CLC-105 119652/679/687

#40ABB4PK/60ABB4PIQ
75ABB4PK/100ABB4PK
460834/761/818/788

SOB

fal(ZiA7trems.
Versatile futon has natural wood color.

Great for small spaces. Comes with
mattress. 53 1/2" x 32 3/4" x 18". 49:123

8

6"
Upright/Hanging
Houseplants
Our thrivin g
assortment includes

popular,easy-care
varieties.
727288/
263672

91

Percentages shown represent discounts based on our already low, day-in, day-out prices. If a product is on sale, you will receive the sale price or the percentage off the day-in, day-out price, whichever is lower.
While supplies last. Sorry, no rainchecks. Availability of products vary from store to store. No sales to dealers and competitors. Quanti16es may be limited.
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Fugazi keep up
the good work with
Red Medicine

Dogmen waste of time
Film offers amateurish plot, ho-hum directing

BY TED SPAS
BY ARLO PELEGRIN
,5 kit Writer
Recent movies tend to be aimed at a specific audience, whether it be the art-house crowd or the lowest
common denominator, with a decent amount of grayarea in between. Rarely does a film come along that
seems to be aimed at no one except possibly the very
gullible (read: Arlo).
My first big clue-in should have been the fact that on
opening night of Last of the Dogmen, there were only
eight people in the entire theatre, and four of them had
come with me. I was curious to see what kind of interesting dynamic would be established between Tom
Berenger, Barbara Hershey, and Kurtwood Smith. Suffice it to say there was nearly none.
Berenger plays a rough and rugged bounty hunter (as
evidenced by his stubble) who works out of a small
Montana town. His character is leaden; his lines stodgy
and forced. We are led to believe that he is the best tracker
in the area and that his services are required by the local
sheriff (played by Kurtwood Smith). Three escaped convicts are scuttling into a particularly forbidding area
called the Oxbow Quadrangle, and Berenger is the only
one who can retrieve them. Sound familiar? It should. It
is a rehash of a slew of movies in which the main character is only there by virtue of being the only one who
can accomplish a peripheral task.
Needless to say, Berenger tracks the convicts effortlessly. As he closes in for the capture, though, his prey
is suddenly slain in a messy but efficient manner by some
unknown foe. A perplexed Berenger finds a lot of blood,
a broken arrow, and tracks of unshod horses decorating
the site of the convicts' last stand.
Intrigued, he enlists the help of an anthropology professor, played in a similarly choppy way by Barbara
Hershey. Various details supplied by Hershey and the

local librarian clue Berenger in to the possibility (inevitability) that there is a lost tribe of Cheyenne Indians
known as Dogmen hiding in the Oxbow Quadrangle.
It's not very difficult to guess how the movie proceeds
from there: exactly as you expect it to.
This movie bothered me in a wide variety of ways.
For one, the old man from the Quaker Oatmeal commercial sets up a running monologue by way of voiceover through the entire film, though the monologue
quickly ceases to have anything to do with the events at
hand. It's as if he's narrating another episode of the same
show. Then the characters are so one-dimensional and
monolithic that it's next to impossible to establish any
kind of connection with them whatsoever.
The screenplay is a commendable piece of work for a
Junior High creative writing assignment, but blown up
to larger-than-life on the big screen, it is excessively
irritating. The director, Tab Murphy, draws a lackluster,
unimaginative performance out of every actor except
Zip the Dog. This gives the entire movie a mood of
forcedness, as if it were the cinematic equivalent of a
thank-you note he was compelled to write.
In tandem with the ham-handed script, Murphy's style
denies the film redemption on any level. An example,
taken from a scene where Smith and Berenger are discussing one of the many minor complications that have
absolutely no influence on the direction the movie takes:
Smith: (growls) We still haven't talked about what
happened.
Berenger: (mumbles) Let's talk.
Smith: (snarls) There's nothing to talk about.
Arlo: What's going on?
I could go on and on. This movie actually bothered
me, and not just because I paid the industry for the privilege of seeing it. I cannot advocate anything but staunch
avoidance of Last of the Dogmen. It is a forfeiture of
experience.

741K4i4 72„eviewer
It starts with an awful clattering
racket: drums out of time, guitars
throwing chiming notes randomly
into a thick fuzz. The din lasts for
51 seconds before finishing with
three merciless smacks of a drum.
Then there's the pulsing bass,
those sandpaper guitars and Guy
Picciotto sounding just like Guy
Picciotto. Once you get past the
harsh noise experiment that preludes it, "Do You Like Me" sounds
very much like Fugazi. Not surprising, really, because it's the first song
off their new Red Medicine album.
The second song, "Bed for the
Scraping," also carries on in the
anthemic Fugazi tradition...Ian
MacKaye bellows defiantly over
the band's pounding, getting The
Kids all riled up.
Fugazi are not stagnating,
though. Carrying on with the experimental drive found on 1993's
In On the Kill Taker, the boys seem
determined to wring increasingly
unusual sounds from their muchabused guitars. Even with the emphasis on sonic experimentation,
none of the songs seem self-indulgent or masturbatory, thanks to the
crack musicianship of Team Fugazi.
Each of the songs is seamlessly
tight, as the band sticks together like
the giant wad of chewing gum pic-

tured in the liner notes (trust me,
it's a sight to behold).
The album moves in a cycle of
sorts, beginning with the highspeed power of the first two songs
before shifting down into a more
measured pace. The fourth song,
"Birthday Pony" is punctuated by
a harsh burst of guitar scree before
the slow tension of "Forensic
Scene" begins. The album then
moves into more pensive territory,
allowing a touch of melancholy to
creep into the songs before charging back up to high speed for "Target," "Back to Base" and "Downed
City." The fierce "Long Distance
Runner" ends the album on a bleak
note, leaving the listener exhausted
on the floor (unless you're the kind
of rube who doesn't pogo around
the room).
This album is so good, it's intimidating. Fugazi are playing at
that "Next Level of the Game"
you've been hearing so much
about. They are phenomenal musicians, expert songwriters, and
really nice guys. Musically daring,
lyrically poetic, and emotionally
charged, Red Medicine is an excellent album from a consistently brilliant group.
Go listen to it RIGHT NOW.
And even if you don't dig it for
the music, at least check out the
gum.
Ted's Grade: A-

the Cellar
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. to Midnight
Sac, 9 p.m. to Midnight
Stn. 8 p.m. to Midnight

Pizza, shakes and
eglicks delivered
to all campus housing
after 6 p.m.
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Offer expires September 21, 1995
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For answers to
your student loan
questions, talk

Campus Films
aims to please
student body

to Citibank, the
student loan
experts. Our
customer service

BY JASON JAKAITIS

representatives

Costribmeing gAittir

are here to help

With six near-sellout showings of
Pulp Fiction during the first weekend of the school year, ASUPS Campus Films began the 1995 Fall Movie
Series with a rousing success.
"That might have had the largest
campus film attendance in many
years," Campus Film Programmer
Courtney Ferguson said.
A number of box-office successes
have been slated for the fall season,
including Apollo 13, Outbreak,
Casper, The Basketball Diaries and

you from the
beginning of
the financial aid
process through
your final student
loan payment.
Exceptional

Batman Forever.

customer service

The movies scheduled for the rest
of September include While You
Were Sleeping (Sept. 15-18),Heavenly Creatures (Sept. 22-24) and
Shallow Grave (Sept. 29-Oct 1).
Ferguson, coordinator of the
twenty member organization, said
the films are chosen specifically for
the UPS audience.
"We try to get interesting movies
that appeal to college students' sense

"Pulp Fiction might have
had the largest campus
film attendance in many
years."
—Courtney Ferguson
of interest," Ferguson said.
"We also organize special showings and events to encourage student
participation in the film festival."
Among the special events planned
by Campus Films are a "Back to the
80's" film festival and the annual"Foolish Pleasures" film festival in
April.
The "Back to the 80's" film festival will run during Homecoming
(Nov. 3-5).
Among the movies planned for
the festival are The Shining, The
Goonies, Back to the Future, and

is just one reason
why students
have trusted
Citibank with
their education
financing more
than any other
bank. To get the
answers you
need, call

You mean someone
has answers to my
student loan questions?!?

Citibank at
1-80o-692-820o
and ask for
Operator 268,
send in the coupon
below, or visit
your school's
Financial Aid
Office.

Sixteen Candles.
In an attempt to get the student
body more involved and interested
in films, the Campus Film Committee will also organize the annual
"Foolish Pleasures" film festival.
Participating students will be
given 8 mm cameras with which to
create a three-minute movie. The
movies are usually shown on April
Fools Day.
tr\ Each Campus Film selection is
a\ shown in McIntyre 003 on Friday,
Saturday (at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.)
and Sunday (at 6 p.m. and 8:30
p.m.).
E General admission tickets are $2,
frj or $1 with a student ID. All proceeds,
co from ticket and refreshment sales are,
put back into the organization.
To make suggestions or for more
F information, call Campus Films at
756-3380.

"'I

Yes.

Citibank
has all the
student loan
information
you need
now

PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS:

Name

Citibank Federal
Stafford Loan

Address

(subsidized and unsubsidized)

City

111 Citibank Federal PLUS Loan
(for parents of dependent students only)

111 Citibank Graduate
Loan Program
(for graduate students of all disciplines
— please indicate your field of study)

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
Citibank (NYS)
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
OR CALL1-800-692-8200 and ask for
Operator 268.

9

Apt.
State

Zip

Telephone
Social Security #
You are currently: ❑ an undergraduate student

❑ a graduate student

Year of graduation
If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
Business (MBA)
❑ Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic studies)
Engineering
❑ Nursing
Other (please specify)

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html

CITIBANti

g5
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EPTEMBER 2I SEPTEMBER, 1995
ON CAMPUS
FILM
15-17 September- ASUPS

individual faith. "Encountering God
Through the Other: One Persons
Faith Journey" will be presented in
the Kilworth Chapel Lounge at 6:30
p.m.

Campus Films Committee presents

PREVIEW: MUSIC

While You Were Sleeping.

Showtimes are Fri.-Sat. 7:00 & 9:30
p.m. and Sun. 6:00 & 8:30 p.m. $1
w/ UPS i.d., $2 w/out.

ART
thru 24 September: Kittredge

Gallery is exhibiting Shelly Jordon's
still-life paintings as well as
landscape paintings by Kay French.
Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
Sunday 1 to 4 p.m. Admission is
free.

29 September- Jacobsen
Concert Series presents the

Seattle Chamber Players with
faculty member Laurie DeLuca,
clarinet player. Performance will be
in the Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $8 for general admission and $6 for students or senior
citizens.

OFF CAMPUS

14 September- Michael Posner, a

21 September- Reverend David
Alger will be speaking about

FILMS
14-17 September- Grand Tacoma
Central is now showing Wings of
Desire. Showtimes are 5:30, 7:00,
and 9:15 p.m. Admission is $3
before 7 p.m. and $5 after, (bargain
day on Monday, $3 all shows). For
more information call 593-4474.

FOR SALE
Schwinn 3-speed with rear wheel wire,

KEEP YOUR SEX LIFE
SAFE AND PRIVATE.

carrying baskets, generator light,
squeeze horn. A classic! Ideal for
short, flat commute.

Free catalog of discreetly-packaged,

Sekai 10-speed with rear wheel rack
and tacks, portable pump, water bottle
clip holder. Call Bob at 752-1420, if
interested.

RESEARCH
INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. -

ART
21 September- Tacoma Third

Thursday Artwalk. Stop off for an

espresso, then head downtown to
explore Tacoma's museums and art
galleries from 5-8 p.m. Free
admission.
9 September-26 November

LECTURES AND SPEAKERS
researcher in cognitive psychology,
will discuss "Images of Mind" as
part of the Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
Scholar Program. He will present
his lecture in Thompson Hall 124 at
4:00 p.m.

18-21September Pantages
Theater presents Camille Claudel,
a French film about sculptor
Auguste Rodin's relationship with
sculptress Camille Claudel.
Showtime is at 7:30 p.m. daily.
Admission is $5.

FDA-approved condoms (the latest
shapes, sizes, textures, degrees of sensation), lubricants, and spermicidal
contraceptives. Confidential.

Tacoma Art Museum is now
exhibiting the work of Rodin:
Sculptures from the B. Gerald
Cantor Collection. Museum hours
ar Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Sun. noon-5 p.m., closed on
Mondays. Admission is free on
Tuesdays, all other days: $3 for
non-members, $2 for students. For
more information call 272-4258.
21 September-16 October

Commencement Art Gallery will be
exhibiting Edith Carlson's work
which requires a viewer's active

THE
TRAIL

THEATRE
20 September-14 October-

Intiman Theatre Company, located
in the Seattle Center, hosts the first
professional presentation of
Betrayal, a story of an intimate love
triangle. Show prices range from
$18 to $22. For ticket information,
call the Intiman Box Office @ 6260782.

Antique Sandwich Co., a cozy
restaurant near Pt. Defiance, will be
featuring the performance of Kat
Eggleston and Andrew Calhoun on
acoustic guitar on Friday, 15
September. Show begins at 8:00
and tickets are $6. Call 752-4069
for more information.

21 September- Distinguished
Poet Series, a project of the

Ftrr /fore hot

Tacoma Arts Commission. 6:00
p.m. at the Rialto Theater. Admission is free. For more information,
call 591-5191.

spats,
see t4e FeitthreS
et,e,te

HOT LOCAL SPOTS

section on rtgeS

Queen Anne Thriftway. our
favorite organic food supplier, is
having a sale on Pyramid Ales for
$5.88, Seigle Aux Noix (a delicious
walnut rye) for $2.19, and Stretch
Island Fruit Leather is only $.27.

10 0-- ff.

Shakabrah Java, a coffeehouse
on 6th and Fife, hosts local

Award winning & AAA approved]

Bay views * Hot tub * Fireplace
TVs * Phones * All private baths

'Tacoma's most elegant BnB"

****

The Sustainable Population Project,
Inc.
PO Box 95847, Seattle, WA
98145-2847

COMMENCEMENT BAY

all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

Bed & Breakfast

800-351-0222

or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to. Research Information
11322Idaho Ave.. # 206 A. Los Angeles, CA 90025

musicians every Wednesday and
Saturday nights. Admission is free.
A performance by Daddy Cool will
begin at 8:30 p.m. on Saturday, 16
September.

participation. Tuesdays-Saturdays,
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is free.
Call 593-4331 for more information.

756-3278

3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175

01A0 7tH Annual Cominanitif
service Fair
When: Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1995
Where: Rotunda
What tine: 11:00-2•00

Why go?
continue to pursue service activities similar to
those in your home town
take a good look at your major - is it what you
really want?
pursue a personal interest
investment in the community encourages a sense
of belonging - alter all, yore going to be living
here for 4 years

Senior & Student

Mon.-Sat. 11-9
Sun. 4-9

Discounts

Vietnamese Restaurant
"NOUVELLE CUISINE"

6714VAX1412.0

p99c a den 1, rnt

47,C4

• ec, et,,

756.5092 • 2514 North Proctor • Tacoma

C. 661 't Jaciwai das imu, 791

Approximately 45 organizations will be present
to discuss with Puget dound students the wide variety of community service opportunities available in
Tacoma.
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Campus Music Network gets ready to SPANK it
BY TED SPAS
Vitficsie 72,,eviet-ver

The Campus Music Network is an
organization dedicated to assisting
and promoting campus bands. CMN
organizes the SPANK (Student Programs Annual New student Kickoff)
concert to showcase campus bands
for the incoming freshmen, and arranges shows for bands on campus.
Near the end of each school year,
CMN also releases an annual compact disc featuring songs by the
bands.
The network is under new leadership this year, due to the departure
of the programmer for the last two
years, Brian Best. The new leaders
of CMN are sophomores James
Conover, Adam Gehrke and Brad
Blackburn. The three will be co-supervising CMN in an effort to improve network efficiency. Despite
funding difficulties last year,
Conover said that this year's budget
should be covered. Conover also
noted that none of the presidents will
be receiving payment this year, because their stipends will be placed

directly into the CMN budget.
The first Campus Music Network
event of the year will be the SPANK
concert, featuring Bobby's Gone
Fishing, Pint 0' Guinness, and The
Racketeers. Bobby's Gone Fishing
is described as "mellow acoustic
groove rock." Rumor has it that the
lads have been exploring a new Latin
sound. Pint 0' Guinness play Irish
pub punk with dashes of ska and
pop. The Racketeers are "Poppy and
punk and stuff like that," Conover
said. The show will take place at
9:30 p.m. on Friday, September 22,
in the Great Hall. SPANK will run
for approximately two hours, and
costs two dollars.
In addition to SPANK, the network will start its concert series
soon. The bands will play in the
newly-renovated "Club Rendezvous" in the basement of the SUB.
The CMN roster includes all the
bands playing at SPANK as well as
SKWAT and an as-yet-unnamed outfit. Conover stressed that new membership is welcome and felt that there
"should be quite a few bands arising soon."

0

POP-PUNKERS The Racketeers will be appearing at this year's SPANK concert.

New and old come together
for '95-'96 drama productions
BY KENDRA GOEPFERD
c_c kid Writer
This year, the Theater Department at UPS is planning to perform both a new play and a classic. The
first play to be performed this school year is Twelfth
Night by William Shakespeare. This comedy includes issues such as cross-dressing and confused
servants. Performances are scheduled for Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 27 and 28, at 7:30 p.m. both days. A
matinee will also be shown on Oct. 28 at 2:00 p.m.
The play will also be performed the following week,
on Nov. 1, 2, 3, and 4 at 7:30 p.m., with another
matinee at 2:00 p.m. on Nov. 4. The Theater
Department's second major production choice is currently undecided.
Another play which will be a collective work entitled Memories of Childhood is also slated for this
season. This play, scheduled to be performed Dec. 1
and 2, was created by students from the University,
and will be directed by Sue Clement.
When asked what she thought of the play, actress
Amanda Wiehe replied, "I can't wait to try out! It
sounds like it will be really cool."
The Theater department will also be hosting two
open houses at the Inside Theater this fall. They are
scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 4:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m.

Next week in A&E:

THEATER CALENDAR

MUSIC

REVIEWS

Did you know that this age group is the
fastest growing group of people infected
with HIV?
If not, then you should attend...

OCTOBER
96z lo: AUDITIONS FOR ONE-ACT
PLAYS
18: OPEN HOUSES AT THE INSIDE
THEATER, 4 P.M. AND 7 P.M.
27&28: PERFORMANCES OF

TWELFTH NIGHT

NOVEMBER
1,2,3&4: PERFORMANCES OF

TWELFTH NIGHT

Learn how HIV and other STDs are spread
Learn how ignorance, myths & fear cost lives
Learn what "safe sex" really means
Learn how to educate others
Learn about the politics of AIDS

DECEMBER
I &2: PERFORMANCES OF

MEMORIES OF CHILDHOOD
4&5: AUDITIONS FOR SHOW #t2

JANUARY

Training dates:
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9

7:00-9:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.

206z21: SENIOR AUDITIONS

FEBRUARY
More scintillating reviews of the latest flicks
and tunes.

Are you 16 to 25 years of age?

23&24: PERFORMANCES OF SHOW
#2
28&29: PERFORMANCES OF SHOW
#2

SIGN UP NOW!!

Applications are due Sept, 29.
Space is limited to 25 students.
For more information contact:

MARCH
I 612: PERFORMANCES OF SHOW #2

Donn or Lu x1555 or
Marty x3317
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GEAR UP FOR

IN THE DORM
Voice-activated
micro answerer
Don't miss important calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.

Survival
check list
Phone cords and accessories
[:1 Alarm clock or clock radio

59"

I 49"

14

TV, VCR and video accessories

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

Security devices

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging. #43-1005MB

Computer and accessories
Batteries

#43-752MB

24"

Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories

Basic trim phone
saves space

Heavy-duty flashlight

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.

Smoke alarm

White, #43-585MB. Almond,
#43-586MB. Gray, #43-587MB

3499

Part-time job (see the manager
of your local Radio Shack store)

AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass

79r

Compact speakers let you share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately. #14 1209MB
-

Shielded We-cast
2-way A/V speaker

9

19"

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

Indoor TV/FM antenna
improves reception

Black, #40-2048MB.
White, #40-2059MB

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
WM"

. . .,
.,„,,
.
Qtrgait„,
1

#15-1808MB

IN THE CLASSROOM

f

,

AC accessories to power your dorm

39"

2.99
4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. #61-2621MB
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. #61-2131M ....22.99
3.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. #61-2622MB
8.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. #61-2150MB
6.99
Single outlet spike protector. #61-2791MB
1.99
6-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. White, #61-2744MB. Brown, #61-2745MB
2.39
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. White, #61-2746MB. Brown, #61-2747MB
3.49
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. #61-2748MB
•

Great for recording class
notes. Easy one-hand
operation. Two speeds.
#14-1159MB

Scientific calculator

Radio Mack
Gift

Express°

We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx® delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call
1-800-THE-SHACK"

Stores up to 12 frequently used
formulas and runs them with
just a few keystroke. #65 808MB
-

Advanced thesaurus

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Items not available at a participating store
can be special-ordered (subject to availability) at the advertised price. A participating store will offer a
comparable value if the product is sold out. Independent Radio Shack dealers and franchisees may not
be participating in this ad or stock or special-order every item advertised. Copies of applicable warranties are available upon request at tores for inspection before sale, or by writing Customer Relations,
1400 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth TX 76102, FedEx trademarks used by permission.

Small enough to carry in your
backpack or purse. #63 2110MB
-

Franklin is a registered trademark of Franklin
Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Radio Ihaeli

You've got questions. We've got answers.'

THE REPAIR SHOP®
at

Radio lhaelt
Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call
1-800-THE-SHACK'.

5661 `N nciwaidDs lIVNI 29/

Microcassette
recorder
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Fe-4
Nonstop action on the
Watering
Holes:

tke

TRAIL September 14, 1995

To the ignorant masses,
greater Tacoma can
often seem...well...
boring. Not so, sez your
friendly features editor.
Tacoma (as well as
Seattle) is chock-full of
fun and exciting
activities, if you know
where to look.
For starters, you can
always check the Trail's
activity calendar in the
A&E section; don't be
afraid to look in the
Tacoma News Tribune,
the Seattle PI, or the
Seattle Times. Reading
never hurt anyone;
besides, you might even
find something more
interesting than what
I've suggested here.

Find coffee, etc. at:
Shakabrah, Temple of the
Bean, Grounds for Coffee,
Cafe WA, Starbucks.

Late
)Vight
eats:
Open 24 hours:Denny's,
Shari's, Cattin's, Tower
Lanes, SeaHorse, Thirteen
Coins.
Open late: TGIF's, Cafe
WA, MSM Deli, Frisko
Freeze.

Eats for
Anytime:
American:The Yankee
Diner, Southern Kitchen,
The Harvester, Red Robin,
TGIF, Bob's Burger Barn,
Bouncing Bob's Eatery,
Bob's Barbeque Pit Too.
Pizza: The Cellar (UPS),
Spuds, Cloverleaf Pizzas,
The Pizza Experience, Cafe
WA, Atlantic Street,
Testarossa, Pagliacci's.
Chinese: Canton Cafe,
Happy Dragon, Lieu's
Restaurant.
Japanese: Happy Teriyaki,

Movies,
movies,
movies!
That's
entertainment.

Virile, eager youngsters
can donate sperm at the
Tacoma Sperm Bank
located downtown.

Number 1 Teriyaki, Bansai
Teriyaki.
Mexican: Casa Garcia, El
Toro, Azteca, El Compadre.
Pasta: Lorenzo's, Vince's,
Mama Stortini's Spaghetti
Factory, Spuds.
German: The Bavarian
Restaurant.
Greek: It's Greek to Me,
Cedars 3.
Sandwiches: The Bossy
Cow. Also, try The Antique
Sandwich. It's a neat place.

Theatre:
Tacoma Actor's Guild is
opening a new season with
the premiere of The QuickChange Room, a story
about "the behind-thescenes life in a Russian
theatre company at the time
of perestroika."
Broadway Center has a
full season schedule,
including such shows as A
Doll House, Moby Dick,
and Some Kind of
Wonderful.
Northwest Asian
American Theatre has a
season of Northwest
premieres, including
original works by local
writers.

For classical buffs, there
are performances of UPS
vocal and instrumental
groups, as well as various
performers regularly
scheduled on campus.
Outside our little world,
there is the Tacoma
Concert Band and the
Tacoma Youth Symphony.
In Seattle we have the
Seattle Symphony
Orchestra, the Seattle
Baroque Orquestra, and
the Seattle Opera.
For you kids in the rock
scene, we have SPANK
(Friday, Sept. 22, UPS
campus). The Campus
Music Network sponsors
The Cellar Series, weekly
concerts of campus bands.
Beyond that, you'll have to
explore on your own.

Movies:
Check out Puyallup
Cinemas, Blue Mouse,
Tacoma West, Grand
Tacoma Cinema, AMC
Narrows 8, Campus
Films.

Artsy
3artsy•
Washington State
Historical Museum,
Tacoma Art Museum,
Seattle Art Museum,
Tacoma Little Theatre,
Meeker Mansion. Also see
what's up on campus.

dun
Places to
Shop:
For music, try Nothing
Major, Mother Records,
or Tower. Books at
Borders. Second hand
shoppers can check out
Milo's Second Hand
Store, Tacoma Thrift
Center, or the Salvation
Army. Try the Dollar
Store, Kim's Variety
Store, or Six Star.

8y 'Jennifer
Caldwell

t res
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acoma Tip?
groovy
Things to
Do:

Seasonal
Sun
Things:

Point Defiance Zoo and
Aquarium, Wright Park
Conservatory, the brand
spanking new Morse
Wildlife Preserve, and Mt.
Rainier. You can also go
down to the Waterfront,
where you can walk, run,
skate, have a picnic, hang
out, or skip stones. For
skating fun, try Sprinker's
(ice) or Spinning Wheels
(roller).

Cut your own Christmas
tree, go berry/apple
picking, go to a Tacoma
Tigers (baseball) game or a
Sonics (basketball) game,
go bowling, skiing, or play
golf.

Shop in Pike Place
Market, Pioneer Square,
or the Broadway and
Belltown districts. Sit in on
a taping of Almost Live or
Town Meeting. Visit the
Boeing Air/Space
Museum. See a laser show
at the Pacific Science
Center.

Hardy, community-minded
souls can donate blood at
the Puget Sound Blood
Bank. For those of you
boys feeling a little antsy
and needing some extra
cash,you can call the
Tacoma Sperm Bank. If
you're looking for cheap
giggles, check in the phone
book under "Novelties."

8cCg Circus Shopping Center provides a three-ring
entertainment fandango.

Aside from all this, you're
on your own. Let me know
how it works out.

Mambo! eha-cha-cha! One, two, three,
four.

Seattle can be even more
interesting than Tacoma.

5661 `K nq uiaidas iivILL ow

dun
Things to
Do in
Seattle:

Other
Weird
Stuff:

•
12c
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Men's soccer kicks off to hot start
BY MICAH RICE
As.ost.Int c_cptrts gAitor

If the non-conference portion of the schedule is any
indication, it should be a promising season for Puget
Sound Men's Soccer, as the Loggers used excellent
goalkeeping and a potent offense to sprint to a 4-1 record.
The Loggers captured first place in the Westminster
Invitational Tournament last weekend in Salt Lake City.
Puget Sound posted victories in the first two matches
before dropping the last game of the round-robin tournament. However, the Loggers were awarded the championship due to having given up the fewest goals among
the teams with whom they were tied with at the top.
So far the Loggers have faired well in the hands of
goalkeeper Benjy Meyers, as he posted a shutout in the
4-0 opening round win over Heritage Christian College.
Meyers was again brilliant in the second match as he

Women's
soccer hopes
to get into
the groove

posted yet another shutout in a 1-0 victory over the host
club from Westminster. Jason Alexander provided the
winning goal, the second time he has done so this year.
The Loggers' lone setback of the tournament came
against Northwest Nazarene College as Puget Sound
saw their first loss of the season handed to them by a
score of 2-1. The loss ended an admirable early-season
run as the results from the tournament, along with two
previous wins over Western Baptist and Linfield, pushed
the Loggers' overall record to 4-1.
A main asset for the Loggers this season has been its
consistant attack. So far opponents have been outscored
11-3 and outshot 120-51. Freshman Scott Moore has
lead the attack with three goals and one assist, while
Alexander and Derik Mills have two goals each.
The Loggers look to take their winning ways into the
conference schedule as they host Evergreen State today
at 4:00 p.m.

BY MICAH RICE
4s.Ost4nt Sports gAitor

The road became rough for the
Women's Soccer team this weekend
as the Loggers were swept in the
Simon Fraser Invitational.
A sputtering offense could be partially blamed for the setbacks as the
Loggers managed only one goal for
the duration of the tournament. A

5-0 loss to the University of Alberta
served as an ominous foreshadowing for the rest of the tournament. A
3-1 loss to Whitworth followed, as
did a 1-0 loss to the University of
Saskatchewan to close out the
round-robin matches.
The Loggers look to gain valuable
experience from the tournament
despite the unfavorable outcomes.
The competition against the high-

BATTLING for the ball, UPS players hone their skills.
quality teams should be good preparation for the conference schedule,
according to players.
Puget Sound will look to recapture the offensive productivity they
experienced in a 5-2 victory over
Linfield on Sept. 2. The victory,
along with a tie against Hawaii Pacific and the tournament losses, put
the Loggers' record at 1-3-1 going
into Saturday's non-conference

Volleyball lives up to high expectations
BY LUKE KENNEDY
tvfrpriter

COURT COMBAT: UPS Volleyball sets it up.

The Logger women's volleyball
team lived up to its high expectations
this weekend by winning the season opening Central Washington
Tournament. Ranked second in the
NAIA national poll, Puget Sound
defeated the 3rd Ranked Western
Oregon 15-12, 15-6, 9-15, 15-5 in
the championship game to start the
season with a 5-0 record. The Loggers defeated three Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference opponents,
St. Martin's, Simon Fraser and Central Washington, on the road to the
championship game. A fifth victory
over the University of Victoria, a
team outside of our league, rounded

out the UPS Women's 5-0 record.
Notable performances by seniors
Andrea Egans, Wendy Weis and
Janice Lwin led to their inclusion on
the All-Tournament team. Egans,
who led all hitters with 61 kills, received the Tournament's Most Valuable Player award. Freshman Anna
Dudek also proved invaluable to the
Loggers' success, contributing 48
kills.
National recognition of Logger
volleyball began with All- American
Cathy Flick Pollino, who will be inducted in the NAIA Hall of Fame in
December. Pollino was named National Player of the Year in 1986 and
was instrumental in attaining the
standard of excellence that exists
today.

Cross Country takes strides toward success
BY ANDY GIAUDEMANS

,5 Mil 1/2,riter
When you gaze upon the banners
that decorate walls of the court in the
Fieldhouse, one the first things that
jumps out is two Women's Cross
Country championship banners.
They proclaim the team as two-time
national champions, which the team
kr, hopes to add to this year. Ranked
ON first in the nation this year, the team,
despite losing two scorers, is return' ing All-Americans Beth Robbins,
:25) My Nguyen, April Plattner, and
NAIA National competitor Andrea
Boitano.
Y, Add a solid group of sophomores
,4 and freshmen, led by Kate Schmitt,
to the mix, and you have a team
poised to repeat as national champions.

The men's team, coming off a
13th place finish a year ago, again
boasts a formidable team with more
experience than the '94 team. Four
upperclassmen scorers return to the
team, led by All-American Jonathan
Westerman. Ahamn Dirks, Greg
Fox and Captain Eric Cook will provide the heart of the scoring for the
Loggers. Lending support to the
team this year will be an excellent
crop of freshmen, including Quinn
Valenzuela, Micah Grigonis, Micah
Rice and sophomore Doug Ryden.
Both the men and women competed in the Habitat for Humanity
5K on Sept. 9 to warm up for their
first race this year. The Loggers run
against Seattle University and Emerald City at Lower Woodland in
Seattle on Saturday, Sept. 16 to kick
off the season.

CROSS COUNTRY gives Point Defiance the runaround.

matchup against George Fox.
The main source of offense has
been Christi Ruppe, who has tallied
three goals and four assists so far in
the young season. Mary Zielinski
has also chipped in a goal and two
assists in the early going.
The Loggers will begin conference play on Sept. 20 at home
against Western Washington at 5:00
p.m.
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Football looks to continue improvement
BY MONICA HORN

t4 ii

Writer

Facing a transitional season before
moving to NCAA division III next
year, Puget Sound's football team
hopes to enjoy success comparable
to last year's.
After a season of losses in 1993,
the Loggers improved their record
and finished last year with four wins
and five loses. This improvement
can be credited to the direction of
the new coach, Gordon Elliot, who
was last year's Coach of the Year.
"The coach is disciplining but
well liked. He is well respected bebeg cause of the great things he is doing," said tight end Virgil Roehl.
'1 But the success of the team does
ERIC ARCIO surges ahead as Nathan Upton closes in.
not only depend on Elliot, the start-

g

Meatless
hot dog hits
home run

ing lineup consists of many talented
players. One to watch is senior Chris
Schlecht, returning for a third season as quarterback on the team.
Schlecht's accomplishments include
second-team All-League recognition
last year.
Senior Aaron Clendenin also
earned All-League recognition as a
linebacker. Other players to watch
for are junior Pat Abrahamson at
offensive tackle, senior Ricardo
Aguirre at linebacker and currently
recovering from a knee injury, senior Bill Weis at receiver, and junior Brent Hixson at linebacker.
At this point the team hopes to
reach the playoffs, but they face
fierce competition along the way.
Pacific Lutheran University promises to be a challenge after becom-

ing national champions two years
ago. In their game against Linfield,
the Loggers may also find a new
challenge; Puget Sound did not face
Linfield last year Southern Oregon
University, strengthened by many
returning players, will be a tough
opening-day match-up.
The Loggers hope to attain results
this season above and beyond last
year's. comparable opponents such
as Simon Frasier, Lewis and Clark,
Whitworth and Eastern Oregon fill
the schedule and should make for a
season of exciting challenges.
Next Saturday marks the beginning of the 1995 season, with kickoff at 1:30pm. Facing Southern Oregon, the Loggers are expecting a
crucial early-season test of their
team continuity and skill.

PRINCIPLES o .f SOUND RETIREAIENT INVESTING

PRESS RELEASE
Hot dogs have long been synonymous with a trip to the ball park. But
the Tacoma Rainiers are offering
baseball fans a healthy alternative.
The meatless GardenDog was recently added to the menu at Cheney
Stadium, home of the Tacoma
Rainiers. The Tacoma Rainiers are
the first ballclub in the nation to offer the meatless, lowfat hot dog.
"At the request of our fans, we've
been working on a healthy menu to
offer people an alternative," says
Dean Dirks, concession manager at
Tacoma Rainiers. "We've offered
pasta salad, venison burger, and carrot and celery sticks. The
GardenDog was a natural choice and
a welcome addition because it came
in a format that was familiar to sports
fans everywhere."
"Our fans commented about how
similar it is to the real thing. But
mostly they were pleasantly surprised that they could come to a ball
park and find something healthy and
good tasting to eat," he added.
Compared with the 13 grams of
fat found in an average two-ounce
beef hot dog, the lowfat GardenDog
contains only 3 grams of fat in each
2.67-oz frank. Each pre-cooked
frank has 140 calories, no nitrites
and 24 grams of protein. The
GardenDog gets its high protein
from vital wheat gluten, a component of wheat. The GardenDog is
also made from mushrooms, canola
oil, carrots, red bell peppers, lecithin,
sea salt and natural flavors and
spices. GardenChef Paul Wenner,
who created the GardenDog, threw
out the first pitch as thousands of
baseball fans were treated to free
samples of his innovation during its
premiere at Cheney Stadium. Five
percent of those fans returned to the
concession stands to buy the
GardenDog for dinner.

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

T

S

oday there seems to be an Investment expert or
financial advisor almost everywhere you turn.
But just how qualified are all these experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. From investments and services designed
and managed with your needs and retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and
services TIAA-CREF has been providing for more
than 75 years.

annuity accounts. And we're nonprofit, so our expense
charges are among the lowest in the insurance and
mutual fund industries.* That means more of your
money is where it should be—working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets under management
—managing more than $145 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, with special
needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes
for an understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and
flexibility in building your retirement nest egg—from
TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the
investment opportunities of CREF's seven variable

It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the
education and research community, your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

R

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.s°
'Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis. /995; Lipper Analytical Serviced, lac, Lipper-Directors' Analytical Data, 1995 (Quartedy).

CREFcertiiratu aredutributedby TIAA-CREF haivaual and Inditutional Service,
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Target Coupon

Expires 10/15/95

$5 off Men's
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Brittania Jeans.
Limit one coupon per guest.
Reproductions not accepted.
Cashier: Scan product, then
scan coupon.

® TARGET

5

85239 52074

6
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Choose from our
great selection of CDs.
Artists include Brother
Cane, Clueless movie
soundtrack, Elastica,
Everclear, Foo . Fighters,

Even your
social life has

Hum, Radiohead, Rusted
Root, Shaggy, Silverchair,
Smoking Popes and Sponge.

prerequisites.

each $10

r
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CAPITOL

• 99

sale

TARGET COUPON

Buy one set of
Qua 1 ex prints,
get a second set

CAPITOL

FREE

CAPITOL

TARGET COUPON

EXPIRES 10/15/95

$1 off

1

Rubbermaid

Enclose this coupon and one roll of 110,126, disc or 35mm full
frame color print film or single-use camera (C-41 process only)
in a film developing-order envelope. Choose 3' or 4' Twin Photo
Galaxy or 4" Twin Big Prints. Write "2nd Set Free" in the
Special Instructions box. Photo Galaxy not from 126. Offer not
from panoramic film. One roll per coupon, one coupon per guest.
May not be combined with any other offer. Reproductions not
accepted. Photo Galaxy is a registered trademark of Oualex Inc.

We do your pi ctures, too.

dual-action
wastebasket or large
laundry basket

0 TARGET
Target Film Developing

TARGET COUPON

Consumer: Limit
one item per
coupon, one
coupon per guest.
Reproductions not
accepted. Cashier:
Scan product then
scan coupon.

EXPIRES 10/15/95

$1 off
Suburbanite large angle

TARGET 5

8 5 2 39 5 21 76

broom, jumbo butterfly
mop or standup butler

7
J

Consumer: Limit one item
per coupon, one coupon per

guest. Reproductions not
accepted. Cashier: Scan
product then scan coupon.

TARGET COUPON

EXPIRES 12/31/95

® TARGET

5

8523 9 52276

4

L

print film

(Si ngle or 3-pk.)

Target color
OR

School

is
hard.

TARGET

any Target One Shot camera

Target F m Developing

Target

(with Di without flash)
Consumer: Limit three rolls per coupon, one
coupon per guest. Reproductions not accepted.
Cashier: Scan product-then scan coupon.

We do your pictures, too.

5

8 5 239 5 2 876

6

-1

Open seven days a week 8 Am to 10 pm.
To find the Target nearest you, call 1 -800-800-8800.

is easy.
CI TARGET
tozi:
AdverhsedsalepricemMmOSatwday,SeptemberM,1995.

S661 `K laqtualclas iiVILL1,/

$1 off

3 rolls of
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Could Buchanan be president?
BY TODD STARICWEATHER
cS old Writer

both Gramm and Dole tied for the
top spot. While straw poll results are
usually meaningless and irrelevant,
Buchanan's finish is notable for one
important reason - money, or his lack
of it. Texas Senator Phil Gramm
spent a small fortune bussing in voters from other states and feeding
them with barbecued delicacies.
Buchanan, meanwhile, worked with
no more than ten percent of the funds
used by Gramm, Dole and the like.
Buchanan's ability to show well
without tremendous financial resources should scare the rest of the
Republican field. In contrast,
Gramm needed every cent he spent
to tie Dole and resuscitate his ailing
campaign. Some Republican political insiders thought that Buchanan
could have sailed to victory in the
Iowa straw poll, had he the funds of
Gramm or Dole.
How can Buchanan attract so
many voters without the use of a
huge campaign war chest? One reason Buchanan draws voters is that
he is attractive, at least to Republican primary voters, who are in general a more conservative bunch than
the overall electorate. Buchanan pioneered the cultural war in his speech
at the '92 convention. No one can
be more anti-abortion than
Buchanan, who says that abortion
should be illegal in all circumstances, rape and incest included. In
short, no one can out-conservative
Pat Buchanan on any social issue.
Buchanan also possesses a certain

President .. uh .. who? President
... urn ... no, it can't be. President
Pat Buchanan? Does the idea seem
too far-fetched, beyond the realm of
possibility? Many other Republican
nominees secretly (and some not so
secretly) wish that a Buchanan
nomination did not pose such a serious threat. Unfortunately, for the
Doles, Gramms, and Wilsons, not to
mention average Americans,
Buchanan represents more than a
mere threat. Buchanan has just as
much of a chance at becoming the
Republican nominee as any other
candidate in the field, Dole included.
The presidency lies well within his
grasp.
On the surface it would appear
easy to dismiss Buchanan as a right
wing, extremist nut whose candidacy stands for nothing more than
his overfed ego. His past contains a
slew of public statements that could
easily be construed as anti-semitic,
fascist and racist. He works in a profession which is even more despised
than politics, the media. Yet, despite
a track record that would doom the
normal politician, Buchanan has not
disappeared. His presence is being
felt more and more, by both politicians and voters, as the arduous
presidential campaign continues to
grind forward.
At the recent Iowa straw poll
Buchanan finished a solid third, as

amount of charisma that makes him
look good. He looks comfortable and
at ease on camera, and his voice
resonates well. This can be partly
attributed to the fact that he worked
in the media for a long time and
doesn't feel threatened by it. In fact,
he usually ends up joking around
with old colleagues while doing interviews. His past presidential campaigning experience also aids his
cause. His campaign up to this point
has shown tremendous discipline
and focus, unlike the campaign of
first time candidate Phil Gramm.
But, while all these factors are
appealing, it is not the social agenda,
physical appearance or past experience which makes him the dynamic
candidate he is. It is his appeal to
blue-collar working class folks.
Buchanan gives speeches, in which
he sounds sincere, about the plummeting of blue collar wages, the loss
of jobs overseas and other working
class concerns. His remedies for the
problems are obscene and scary. He
has proposed building a giant fence
along the U.S.- Mexican border to
keep out illegal aliens. High tariffs
on imported goods and trade warfare
are also on his list of hideous ideas
that he believes will solve the problems of the American working class.
While Buchanan's solutions spell
disaster, the fact remains that he is
the only candidate speaking about
the concerns of the working class
and their perilous condition in the
late twentieth century. His melding

of a conservative social agenda and
concern for working class issues,
despite his poor solutions for them,
make him an undeniably attractive
candidate for voters and a scary opponent for the other nominees.
Other candidates talk about budgets, deficits, corporate welfare, and
the like, and while these issues deserve attention, they don't possess
the air of immediacy or relevance for
working class folks that jobs and
wages have.
If other Republican presidential
hopefuls, and President Clinton,
wish to cut Buchanan off at the pass,
then they better start understanding
who his audience is, and begin addressing them. This is especially
pertinent for Clinton. Buchanan's
new audience, blue-collar working
class males, were a solid Democratic
base of support twenty-five to thirty
years ago.
If Buchanan could muster enough
support from social conservatives to
steal the nomination from Dole and
then combine them with the working class vote in the general election,
he could be sitting quite comfortably
in the oval office in January of 1997.
It is a scary thought, but one that
deserves consideration.
A dire need exists for other politicians and candidates to step forward and counter Buchanan's message. If Buchanan is left as the only
voice of the working class, the voters might start thinking that his voice
is the correct one.

Republicans budget for stupid kids
In a report released by the Economic Policy Institute, the effect of
the Republican's lean and mean budget is summed up. "Our grandchildren may be closer to being out of
debt from a balanced budget, but
they will be poorly educated and
driving on potholed roads".
Other parts of the report gave dire
warnings should the Republicans
succeed in reducing government
grants to the private sector. Chief in
these grants are those that help developing industries gain the foothold
they need in order to flourish.
Among those on the chopping block
is the Advanced Technology Program, which was allotted 430 mil-

BY MICHAEL FARMER
In Niter

Whoever said that politicians
can't be trusted to keep their word
was wrong, because the Republicans
have done just that. Somewhere
within Murphy's innumerable laws
there must be one that states: The
only time a politician will keep his
word will be the time you don't want
him to.
Over the past months, the Republican-dominated House and Senate
have spewed forth several ideas for
the coming budget. Unfortunately,
they have all shown the Republican
knack for unrealism and stupidity.
71111War/..
--

lion dollars last year in order to
stimulate the development of "advanced technologies" in the post
cold war era.
Now compare this to the new plan
proposed and supported within Congress to buy more B-2 stealth bombers. The military command, including the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has recommended that no more money be
spent on the acquisition of stealth
bombers, and has instead requested
an increase in the amount allotted to
training and overseas deployment.
The Representatives involved
claim that the extra bombers will be
used instead of the more vulnerable
(and cheaper) fighters. They claim
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to be interested in preventing any
more incidents such as occurred in
Bosnia earlier this year. In actuality,
all of the primary supporters of the
bill live in areas which are directly
related with the production of parts
for the planes.
The more information that is released about the new Republican
budget plans, the clearer it becomes
that they do not have any better ideas
on how to make a budget than the
Democrats have had in the years
prior to the surprise takeover of Congress.
Their plans involve slashing funding for the National Endowment for
the Arts as well as for programs like
the Advanced Technology program,
and boosting funding to the B-2 program. On top of this, they are hammering out several ideas on how to
best cut taxes.
So, while we all sit and listen to
our professors explaining to us how
the real world functions, let us all
wonder exactly how Newt Gingrich
or Bob Dole and company passed
Econ 100 and 101, and P&G 317:
American Political Economy. We
should also consider this very important question: Are the Republicans going to leave us anything recognizable as the United States of
America in which to live and "prosper" when we finally graduate?
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Streaking exposed
BY JAMES CONOVER
Opinion.; golitor

Not long ago, a strange phenomenon occurred in my residence hall.
As I was sitting there practicing
some cheesy '80s hard rock licks on
the guitar, I heard a noise coming
from downstairs. The noise grew
progressively louder; It sounded like
a stampede of some sort, mixed with
female screams. I wasn't sure what
it was, but let's just say I had a
hunch. I decided to get up and see
what was going on.
Just as I opened the door to check
things out, the stampede rushed towards my room. It was a large group
of screaming naked girls (and one
guy), and they were closing in fast.
I thought, "Jeez, they just can't stay
away from me! The Whitesnake
licks get 'em every time..." but it
soon became obvious that they
weren't coming for my body.
They were about to start beating
on my door, but the fact that it was
open kept them from doing so. They
did, however, scream in my face
with cries of "Freshman!!! Freshman!!!" I quickly shouted back "I'm
not a freshman, dammit! I'm a
sophomore!" (although I am living
in an otherwise all-freshman
dorm...), but they had already
charged halfway down the hall. They
beat savagely on every door, screaming "Freshmen! Freshmen!" and
leaving a trail of destruction in their
wake. Soon dozens of bewildered
freshmen peeked out of their doors
and began to ask each other "Did you
see that?", while I stood there insulted at having been called such a
dirty word. Our hall was the victim
of what is commonly known as

streaking.
Later that night, I began to ponder what had happened. Who were
those people? Was this just a group
of naked drunk girls or was this the
work of a highly trained streaking
assault team? Why were they all females (except for that one dude), and
how did a large group of naked
people get in the hall? Did they have
a contact inside, or did they just wait
there next to the door until someone
let them in? These questions remain
unanswered, but I decided to further
investigate the phenomenon known
as streaking and attempt to unlock

it's mysteries.
To begin with, it is a mystery to
most people why anyone would
want to run through halls naked
while screaming and beating on
doors. Is it all in good fun, or are
streakers merely slaves that have
been forced into it by some higher
power, like older sorority or fraternity members? I tend to think it's just
a fun thing to do. Hell, I know I like
to do potentially embarrassing things
in my spare time. What I like to do
is dress up like a big monster and
play songs with my band SKWAT
while killing people on stage. By the
way, SKWAT will be coming to UPS
very soon, so be sure to come and
see us! But I digress.
Doing embarrassing and exciting
things like streaking is fun, and it
makes for some good college stories
to tell your kids when you're middleaged and too old to streak. It also
gives you quite an adrenaline rush,
without the danger of other adrenaline-based activities like skydiving
or bunjy jumping. Still, the possibility exists that streaking could be
some kind of hazing ritual. If so,
many people would object to the fact
that the poor streakers are being
forced into doing something they
don't want to do. I guess we'll never
know what motivates streakers until a streaker comes forth with the
true story.
Another unsolved mystery is this
— was alcohol involved in the incident, or were the streakers in complete control of their faculties? I
thought I smelled brew as the
streakers charged by, but I could be
wrong. I would speculate that alcohol was involved. It seems to me that
nobody has the guts to do anything
on this campus unless they're drunk
out of their minds. Streaking is quite
an embarrassing thing to do, and
most people don't have enough confidence to do it unless they're completely blasted. I'm not saying all
streakers are a bunch of drunks, but
I think it's safe to say that most are.
Is streaking a good or bad thing?
This is the question we all must ask
ourselves. I would argue that it's a
great thing, especially when girls are
involved. I'm sure I'll take a little
heat for that comment, but all you
guys out there have to admit that
screaming naked girls are pretty rad.

Even when it's just some naked guy
running through the hall, it's still
funny. I have been streaked many
times, and every time it makes me
laugh. It's one of those no-brain humor type of things; it's just funny to
see naked people screaming and acting like freaks.
Although I advocate streaking,
some people don't share my opinion. Since I am the opinions, not
opinion, editor, I decided to be so
kind as to include their point of view.
One person I talked to was sleeping
at the time of the streaking incident
and was awakened by the pounding.
He seemed more upset at the fact that
he missed such a great event than he
was at the loss of sleep. Still, he was
pissed off.
Another person came out of his
room and exclaimed "What the
f**k!?," which I interpreted as a sign
of unhappiness. I don't know, maybe
he said it in a positive way. Still, it
seems that while most people like a
good streak now and then, some fail
to see the humor in it.
As far as the legality of streaking
is concerned, streaking is against
state law. I asked Security Services
if streaking was allowed on campus,
and they told me to check in the
handbook. The fact is I have never
opened the handbook and I probably
never will, so it's up to you to find
out for yourself. If you do feel the
need to streak, let me offer you this
bit of advice - if you see a cop, run
away as fast as you can. It would
suck to have to go to jail with no
clothes on.
It's probably perfectly clear to you
now that I am in favor of streaking.
I say go for it! Hey, maybe streaking will be on MTV Sports one day
with that geek Dan Cortese. Then we
would get to see streaking from all
kinds of stupid camera angles as is
typical of MTV Sports. That MTV
guy voice would go "Earth... Solo...
Form..." and it would show a bunch
of "Extreme streakers" running
through halls yelling with Dan following close behind. God, I hate that
show. But again, I digress.
Just remember, next time you get
streaked, look upon it as a privilege,
and make the most of the experience.
You'll get to see things you wouldn't
otherwise see and a good time will
be had by all.

Gutsy journalists brave
basement blues again
Welcome, those students returning and those students new, to another year of the Trail. For those
returning, there is no need to explain ourselves or our purpose, for
you know us well; please feel free
to scan down the column to another point. Yet, for those new students, an introduction is in order.
This, friends, is the Trail, the
student newspaper of this fair university. Published weekly, usually
arriving on campus every Thursday evening,—although a Friday

arrival sometimes occurs to our
dismay—the Trail strives to bring
you, the campus community, all
the news, entertainment events,
sports results, captivating feature
stories and opinions (mostly those
of the staff) that we can and/or are
allowed to tell you.
That, in short, is what we are all
about. If you want to know more,
then please stop by and see us in
our lovely basement offices. If we
had a window view, well...we
would show it to you. We do have
a fabulous hole in our ceiling for
your viewing pleasure. The Trail
always welcomes visitors, but
please be warned—some of the
staff members are slightly off-center, myself included. Of course,
that may be why we are all still
slaving away to bring this journalistic endeavor your way. You have
to be dedicated to the job, or insane, to work as long and as hard
as we do.
So, I make a plea to you—read
the Trail, if not to find out what's
occurring around you on the campus, then at least to humor us. Who
knows? You may find your name
somewhere within these hallowed
pages you now hold within your
hands.
Not much has changed this year.
For those of you who were here
last year, you may remember the

dramatic makeover (jeez—I sound
like an episode of the Jenny Jones
Show) that the Trail received,
complete with a new size, a new
look and a new feel. Well, why
change a good thing? We decided
to do some gentle refining, rather
than a complete makeover, this
year. You'll find some "jazzy" (to
quote my partner in crime,
Courtney) fonts, some new section
heads (notice the "Opinions" at the
top of the page) and some controversy. Yes, I might as well tell you,
we at the Trail hope to bring you
more hard hitting, controversial
stories than previous years
(gosh...now I sound like A Current Affair). Now, we are not trying to cause trouble on campus,
but we are simply trying to do our
jobs more effectively and completely. This will be a year for experimentation, for breaking traditions.
We have the resources to do just
that. The staff is excellent this
year, and gutsy to be sure. Many
of my cohorts have returned from
last year's staff, and I am glad to
see them back for another year of
basement trials and tribulations.
After all the fun of last year, who
wouldn't want to return? I must
commend those staff members
that have just recently joined us,
too. Some of these lucky individuals joined the staff only last week
and have pulled together a great
first issue. I want to say thanks to
all the staff for joining me on this
trip through uncharted journalistic territory, but I want to especially thank Courtney for agreeing to be my right hand (and left
one at times).
It's been a bit crazy, what with
our Combat Zone Editor leaving
us for the Far East and our computer taking a short hiatus from the
office, but we made it through.
You hold the fruits of our labors
in your hands now. Enjoy it. Love
it. Take it to your room. Hang it
on your walls. OK... well, at least,
recycle it. Thanks.
Welcome to the Trail, once
again. Here's to a great year.

—Anthony Cesario

4//te,stion
I- or th..
What was your
most
memorable
Passages
experience?

"Being on top of the
Anderson Glacier,"
—Torn Chambers

"The overall bonding with my
fellow man. It's a machothing; we had an all
male group."
—Ben Johnson

"Roasting marshmellows with
my group."
—Kesa Kosher

c.f.)
ro
"On the second day, my group stayed 7_,
at camp and I hiked about half-way up g
the mountain, stopped, took off my r
clothes, sat on a rock, and watched the
clouds come up and surround me."

c,r

—Phil Glenn
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YOU HAVE QUESTIONS... Campus Films
WE'VE GOT ANSWERS!
Presents...

ASK ASUPS

SAN! RA lit 'JOCK

*Here's your chance to ask any
questions about ASUPS or what
ASUPS can do for you!

C
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A vort about love
seCCrid stght.

*Please call 756-3252 and leave
a message on the Senators voice
mail.

*The answers to your questions
will be published in next week's
edition of the Trail. Along with
this will be a new "ASK ASUPS"
topic each week.

Friday at

14000

in the Greed

Neill

1

OK. This is the deal: Dave Kupferman
was Jewish. He was also supposed to be the
Combat Zone Editor. Now he is in Thailand,
training to be a Buddhist monk.
Chew on that.
P.S. I am now the Big Cheese here at the
Combat Zone—by default. —Ed.

No Photo
Available

[

Classifieds!
C Trail advertising gets results. )
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Antique desk suitable for lady with Modular sofas. Only $299. For rest
thick legs and large drawers.
or fore play.

LOST

FOR SALE

Small male poodle. Reward.
Spayed. Like one of the family.

Four-poster bed. 101 years-old.
Perfect for antique lover.

DOG FOR SALE

ILLITERATE?

Eats anything and is fond of chil- Write today for free help!
dren.

FOR SALE
WANTED
Hair cutter. Excellent growth potential.

Mixing bowl set designed to please
a cook with round bottom for efficient beating.

CANCER

Buddhism

•-3
cn
rD

Y Trail: Score—Buddhists: 1, Trail: 0

20

STUD EN T
SPECIA L!
YOUR CHOICE...

3 FRAMES - $99.

Studio
(Double)

LAY AWAY
PLANS

Eke

TRAILSeptember 14, 1995

WALLINGFORD
34th & Stone Way

Samurai
(Double)

Aztec
(Double)

STUDENT
ISCOUNTS

FUTOIn

OF NORTH AMERICA

643-0630
BROADWAY
Olive & Boylston

328-0338

47th & University Way

522-5202

